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Power-at-a-Distance*
DAVID WILLER,University of South Carolina

Abstract

How power is extended vertically through hierarchies and horizontally through
industrial networks and markets is a classic issue in sociology that was once
extensivelystudied by Weber.Yetit is little studied today.Definitions of power exclude
power exercisebeyond the single relation, as does researchin exchange networks.In
contrast, researchin organizations recognizesthe extension of power, but offers no
theoryto explain how it is produced or to identify the conditionswhich mightfurther
or impede it. Here the extension of power beyond the single relationship is called
power-at-a-distance. New theory offeringmetric predictions is applied to power-ata-distance in exchange networks. That theory identifies the conditions that extend
power beyond the dyad and the conditions that tend to block that extension. Five
experiments on contrasting structuresbroadly support those predictions. Relations
between power-at-a-distance and power centralization are theorized. Practical
problems of extending power are addressedand further researchis proposed.

Unlike earlier, simpler societies where the exercise of power was always direct
and face-to-face, in the large power structures of contemporary society, power
also operates indirectly. When the U.S. president signs a new law, normally it
will be enforced by officials who are separated from the president by a long
chain of command. Voters recognize that policies advocated by winning
candidates, if implemented, will be carried out by public officials many levels
below the elected.1 Generals expect their armies and admirals expect their
squadrons to maneuver upon commands communicated to subordinates many
steps away. Nor is the exercise of power across many levels restricted to the
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public sphere. Implementation of policy set by the top officials of large
corporationscan and does occur many levels below.
Power can also extend horizontally through industrial networks in the
followingway.Assume that the monopolist,A, is selling to a large number of
buyers,the Bs. In turn, the Bs sell to Cs in a perfectlycompetitivemarket.That
is to say,all Bs buy fromA and each B sells to one or more of the Cs.Beginning
with the theoryof the firm, economic theoryassertsthat, if demandis relatively
inelastic,A has marketpower such that the price to the Bs will be substantially
higher than it would have been in a perfectlycompetitive market (Robinson
[1933] 1969: 51). Since the Bs and Cs are in a competitivemarket,the Bs do
not absorball of A'sinflatedprice.Justas B'spriceis inflatedbyA'smarketpower,
the pricepaidby the Cs is also inflated(Clower& Due 1972:161-62).As defined
below,A is exercisingpower over the Bs and through the Bs also over the Cs.
Theoryintroducedbelow makespredictionsfor networkswhereAs, Bs and Cs
are linked by resourceflows and offers an alternativefor industrialnetworks
to these market-economicformulations.
How does power operate indirectly and how is that operation to be
predicted?For example,do organizationsvary in their effectivenessin sending
directivesthrough their hierarchiesand if so why? These questions are as old
as the study of sociology.Weber'sclassicalstudies of bureaucracy,patrimonial
domination and feudalismfound conditions which facilitatedand conditions
which impeded the extension of power beyond the immediaterelationsof the
"master"([1918] 1968: 956-1110). The conditions he most frequentlycited
- the separation of officials from the means of administration versus the
official'sappropriationof office - foreshadowparts of this researchand I will
return to them below.
Contemporaryresearchalso recognizesthe significanceof indirectpower.
For Krackhardt(1990), "Ifpower is the abilityto influencea target,then metapower is an indirectpower derivedfrom knowing and using the power others
have to influence the target"(359). In seeking to apply "power-dependence
notions"to networks,Salancik(1986) recognizedthat "indirectdependencies
become a problem when network relationships are treated as if only direct
transactionsmatterwhen indirectones also determineoutcomes"(194). Unlike
Weber,neither Krackhardtnor Salancikattempted to explain how power is
extended beyond direct face-to-face relations.
Organizationaltheoristshave long recognizedthat power exerciseextends
through hierarchies. In discussingthat extension, Simon ([1947] 1976) uses
the terms "unity of command" and "determinate hierarchy" (22) while
institutionis monocratic"(104).
Thompson(1961) assertsthatthe "hierarchical
Pfiffner and Sherwood (1960) assert that "The channels of administrative
authority would follow the hierarchical pattern, making everyone in the
pyramidadministrativelyanswerableto the President,governor,or mayor"(65),
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while Barnard(1956) suggeststhat "everyonemust be subordinateto someone"
(176).2 These and the more recent works just referenced,while recognizing
that power is extendedthroughhierarchies,do not explainthat extension,how
it is to be measured, and why the effectivenessof that extension might vary
across organizations.
Because this article offers the first formal theory and experiments
investigatingpower beyond the dyad, it is importantto emphasizeits modest
goals. In contemporary society it is quite impossible not to encounter the
extension of power every day, and, due to that familiarity, it may seem
reasonableto expect this study to offer definitive answersto a wide arrayof
practicalissues includinghow best to extend power exerciseand how to block
it. To the contrary,this study is the first attempt to theorize power exercise
beyond the dyadsince Weber'salmost a centuryago (see just below). Definitive
answersto practicalquestionswill need to awaitfurtherstudy.Instead,the goal
is to put forwardand test a theory that extendsthe scope of networkexchange
theory beyond the study of local power exercise.More will be said about that
scope extensionbelow.
I offer three kinds of evidence supporting the contention that power
beyondthe dyadhas long been ignored.First,the definitionsthat socialscientists
offer for power have been implicitly dyadic or, in contrast to organizational
theorists just quoted, have explicitly restrictedpower to local exercise. For
example, Dahl and Lukesleave power beyond the dyad undefined:
A has poweroverB to the extentthat he can get B to do somethingthat B
wouldnot otherwisedo (Dahl 1957:202-3).
A exercisespoweroverB whenA affectsB in a mannercontraryto B'sinterests.
(Lukes 1974:34).

Other formulationsexplicitlyrestrictthe phenomenon to the dyad.According
to Zelditch(1992), "'Powerover'alwaysimplies a relationbetweentwo actors"
(994). Nagel (1968:132)notes for Dahl (1968) that "a 'connection'betweenA
and B is a 'necessarycondition' for a power relation."Similarly,for French
(1956), the basis of interpersonal power is "the more or less enduring
relationshipbetweenA and B which gives rise to the power" (183).
Second, not now nor in the past has a technical term been developed to
designate power beyond adjacencies. A possible exception is meta-power,
mentioned in passingby Krackhardtand not in generaluse. The term offered
here for that extensionis power-at-a-distance.
Whereaspower exercisebetween
is
called
local
adjacentpositions
power, power-at-a-distancerefers to power
exercise beyond adjacencies.
Third, whereas exchange theories have substantially advanced the
understandingof structurallyinduced power, as shown below, those theories
have studied only local power exercise.Nevertheless,formulationsfor power
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drawnfrom exchangetheories are easilyextendedbeyond the dyad.According
to Cook and colleagues(1983), "thepower of A overB (PAB)is the potentialof
A to obtain favorableoutcomes at B's expense"(284). Accordingto Willer,an
outcome "indicatesa power differencewhen it is more favorableto one actor
and less favorableto another than an equipowerbaseline"(1992:191).Taken
together,A exercisespower over B when A's payoff is greaterthan equipower
becauseB's payoffis smallerthan equipower.For power exerciseit is necessary
thattwo payoffsbe linked- as one increasesthe otherdecreases- but nothing
is asserted about the placement of A and B in a larger structure. For A's
favorableoutcome to be at B's expense, it is not necessary that the two be
adjacent. Developed further below, this understanding allows local power
exercise to be distinguishedfrom power-at-a-distance.
For any exchangenetworkwhere power-at-a-distancecan occur, there are
interdependentresourceflows acrossthe structure.This interdependenceposes
new problemsfor theory.All contemporarytheories of exchange(Bienenstock
& Bonacich1992, 1993;Bonacich& Bienenstock1995;Cook &Yamagishi1992;
Friedkin1992, 1993a, 1993b;Lovagliaet al. 1995;Markovsky1992;Simpson&
Willer 1999) predictfrom structuralconditionsto power onlywithin relations.
They do not predict interdependentflows acrossrelations.3A new theoretic
procedure introduced here applies simultaneous equations to predict those
interdependencies.4With this procedurein hand, the well-developedexperimental proceduresused in network exchange researchwill be applied to investigate power-at-a-distance.
The goal of this investigationis to advanceand test a theory that extends
the scope of networkexchangetheorybeyondthe studyof local powerexercise.
Nevertheless, its significance will be enhanced if it also contributes to the
generaltheory of social power and if its resultsuncoverissues that are relevant
to structuresin the field. In fact, this studywill find that the exerciseof powerat-a-distanceis enhanced or diminished by structuralpower conditions not
previouslynoticed in the context of networkswhere resourcesflow through
positions. To link to largerissues, in the discussionsection I will relateresults
found here back to Weberand to resourcedependencetheory.
Network Exchange Research and Local Power
Power-at-a-distancewas not previously investigated in exchange networks
because new theory is needed to predict interdependenciesacross structures,
but also becauseof a longstandingand almost exclusiverelianceupon a single
experimental paradigm introduced by Stolte and Emerson (1977).5 In this
section, I will (1) explain why that paradigmprecludespower-at-a-distance,
(2) distinguishpower-at-a-distancefrom distal effectsand (3) considerbriefly
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FIGURE1A:Two Stolte and Emerson (1977) Networks
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the only previous network exchange study where resources flowed through
positions.
Figure la gives two networks studied in 1977 by Stolte and Emerson.
Though called exchangenetworks,subjectsin positions b, g, r, and y (for blue,
green,red, and yellow,respectively)did not exchangeby sending and receiving
resources.A resource
poolwas placedbetweenmembersof eachpairof positions.
As indicatedin the figure, some resourcepools totaled 13 points while others
totaled 3. Positionswhich gain more than half of the pool exercisepower over
adjacent positions which gain less than half. In the experiment, subjects
negotiateover divisions of these pools and, when any pair agree,they acquire
resourcesfrom the pool between them. More specifically,any subjectcan gain
resourcesonly by dividing a pool with a subject in an adjacentposition. No
resourcescan be sent to or receivedfrom positions distantin the network.For
example,g can receiveresourcesby dividinga resourcepool with r, but r cannot
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send resources through b to g. Therefore, power exercise can occur only
between adjacenciesand power-at-a-distanceis precluded.6
How the conditions specific to the Stolte and Emerson paradigm limit
power to local exerciseis seen in longernetworkslike the A1- B1- C - B2 - A2
5-actor line studied by Cook and colleagues (1983). They found that power
was decentralized;the Bs were high in powerwhile C and the two As were low.
That power was decentralizedis a result which then commanded substantial
interest. Importantly, centralized power is precluded by the experimental
paradigm for the following reason. Later in the article I define power
centralization - a term not previously given formal meaning in network
exchange- as the concentrationat the central position of resourcesgained
from exchange.To centralizepowerin the 5-actorline, resourcesfrom exchange
must flow from the As through the Bs to the central C. For those flows C is
exercisingpowerlocallyat the expenseof the Bs and at a distanceat the expense
of the As. In Cook and colleagues'5-actorline, however,it is quite impossible
for C to gain any resoucesfrom eitherA. Resourcepools link C to the Bs, but
no resourcepool links C to the As. Therefore,C cannot benefit at the expense
of the As, and power cannot be centralized.
For the 5-actorline, power can be centralizedif and only if resourcesflow
from the As throughthe Bs to the C. In fact,flowslike that occurin this research
where power in a differentkind of 5-actor line, here called NET122,is highly
centralized.(See Figure4 and Discussion section below.)
It is now imperative to distinguish power-at-a-distance from the very
different phenomenon, distal effects with which it might be confused.
Discoveredmore than a decade ago by Markovsky,Willer and Patton (1988),
resource pool networks have distal effects in that the power of positions is
determined,not just locally,but by the configurationof the networkas a whole
- including positions many steps distant. Consider a series of networks in
which each position can divide maximallyone resourcepool. For the A - B
dyad,power is equal,but for the A - B - C triad,eitherA or C is excludedand
B gainsmaximally.AddingC to the dyadhas distaleffects:A's poweris reduced
and B'spower is increased.Now add B2to give the A B - C - B24-actorline
in which B1 gains only slightlymore than A: now C and B1 are power equals
(Lovagliaet al. 1995). Adding B2 has distal effectson the A - B relationfor it
reducespowerdifferences.Now add anotherA to give the A1- B1- C - B2 - A2
5-actorline as studiedby Cook and colleagues.Becausethat additionincreases
B's power and reducesA's, again there is a distal effect - and similarlyfor
furtheradditions.For all these distaleffects,however,poweris alwaysexercised
only locally- between adjacentpositions like A and B who divide a resource
pool - while determined globally by the configurationof the network as a
whole.
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FIGUREiB: Yamagishi,Gillmore,and Cook's and Associates'Experiment2
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Importantly, distal effects and power-at-a-distance, when they occur
together,areorthogonalphenomena.Lookingahead,Figure3b,which showsone
of the experimentalnetworks,gives the flow of resourcesfrom A throughB to
C and the reverse. That network has modest distal effects acrossthe line of
resource
flows.For example,becauseB2 is a second exchangepartnerfor A, B1is
low power to A - and similarlyfor each B and its two Cs. By contrast,both
local power and power-at-a-distanceoccur in line with resourceflows. Theory
offeredbelow will predictthat A gains resourcesat the expense of the Bs and
the Cs, a predictionthat will be supportedexperimentally.In fact, distaleffects
and power-at-a-distanceoccur orthogonallyhere and for all of the networks
studied.
Only Yamagishi,Gillmore,and Cook (1988) previouslystudied networks,
includingthat of Figure lb, where resourcesflow through positions. Whereas
power-at-a-distancemight well have been possiblein their networks,it was not
explicitly theorized or investigated. That study was done in the powerdependencetradition and, as quoted earlierfor that theory,"the power of A
over B (PAB)is the potentialof A to obtain favorableoutcomes at B's expense."
WhereasYamagishi,Gillmore,and Cook (1988) designatethe positions with
favorable(highest) earningsas the ones highest in power,they did not locate
the positions from which these earningsstemmed and at whose expense they
were gained.7Since no formalismwas offered,therewas no equipowerbaseline
fromwhich the payoffsto high and low powerpositionscould be seen to depart.
Thus it cannot be determinedwhether observedpower exercisewas local or
not. Yamagishiand colleaguesassertthat "the relativescarcityof the resources
controlled by the partners determines relative power" (838), but Bonacich
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(1992) asserts that "The rarer good is not more valuable in Yamagishi's
experiment. It merely serves to limit the magnitude of mutually profitable
exchanges" (33). To initiate the investigation of power-at-a-distance, this
researchwill now designflow networks,but with parameterswhich are not like
those of Yamagishiand colleagues(1988).

Designing Resource Flow Networks
Since power can occur only between positions which contend for resources,
to extendpowerbeyondlocal exercise,exchangesneed to move resourcesacross
structures. These exchanges will occur if and only if all positions profit
(Newman 1965:7-8).Resourceflows and payoffsfor the firstthree networksto
be investigatedare introducedusing NET124as the runningexample.NET124
is a networkwhere one A has two Bs as exchangepartnerswhile four Cs give
each B two exchangealternatives.To highlight connections across positions,
NET124is drawnin Figure3a as an organizationchart.In Figure3b the same
structureis given with details of resourceflows and payoffs.
Twotypes of resourcesthat arevalued differentlyby position are input into
the two ends of the structure.At the A end of the networka single generalized
commodity called a widget is introduced.The widget will move from A to B
and from B to C. Both B and C are initiallyallocated20 resourcesthat serveas
a medium of exchange.They are labeled "$"and are called money. Money
moves from B to A when B buys the widget and from C to B when C buys the
widget.
Each negotiation round is divided into two parts. During the first part,A
and the two Bs negotiate for the purchase of the single widget. During the
second part, the B who bought the widget negotiateswith two Cs for its sale.
As shown in Figure3b, the price paid by B is X, the numberof units of money
flowing from B to A. The price paid by C is Y, the number of units of money
flowingfrom C to B.8
Payoffsby position are determinedby the value of resourcesto the position
and the numbers of resources flowing to and from that position. The widget is

worth 20 to the C. ForA and B, the widget has no inherentvalue;they cannot
gain points by retainingit. Since the widget has only exchangevalue for A and
B, no signs are adjacent to its flows for those positions. Each unit of money is
worth one point to each position. For example, the -1 next to the Y flow from
C indicates that C loses one point for each unit of money paid to B for the
widget. The +1 of the Y flow at B indicates that B gains one point for each unit
of money received. The signs of the X flow are interpreted similarly.
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FIGURE 2: Payoff Space for Three Flow Networks
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Let Pi be the payoff from exchanging to any actor i. Then the exchange
conditions given above and repeated in Figure 3b allow functions to be written
for the payoffs of A, B and C positions:

PA=X

PB =Y-X

PC= 20- Y
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FIGURE3a: NET124:An OrganizationalNetworkwith Powerbetween All
Three Levels
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A's payoff is X, the price received from B for the widget. B's payoff is Y- X, the
difference between the price received from C and the price paid to A. The
payoff to C is 20 - Y the value of the widget minus its cost paid to B. The payoff
to any position which fails to exchange is zero.
To predict payoffs to each position, Pmax, the maximum payoff possible for
each position, must be determined. Pmax for any position occurs when other
positions receive the minimum payoff when exchanging. Rational actors will
not exchange unless they receive at least minimal gain and money will be
divisible to units of one and no smaller. Then, if the structure maximally favors
the middle B, A and C gain minimally: P^ = 1, and Pc = 1. Therefore X = 1
and Y = 19. Then PBmax = 19- 1 = 18. By the same reasoning, when X = 18
and Y= 19, PAmax = 18, while PB = 1, and Pc = 1, and when X = 1 and Y = 2,
Pcmax = 18 while PA = 1, and PB = 1.
With resources which flow through the network specified, the payoffs to
all positions are interdependent. Now power exercise can be local, at-a-distance,
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FIGURE3B:ResourceFlowsandValuesfor the Three-Level
Network
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or both. The next sectionuses the networkexchangedefinitionsof powerwhich
were given in the introductionto distinguishthe kinds of exercise.9

How to Distinguish Local Power from Power-at-a-Distance
This section answersthe question:"Howis power exercisedat a distanceto be
distinguished from power exercised locally?"As seen in the introduction,
network exchangetheory assertsthat i exercisespower over j when i benefits
at j's expense.When i is exercisingpower,its payoff,Pi will be greaterthan at
equipower.To determine whether i's power exercise is local, is power-at-adistance,or both, find the position(s)j, k, ... z which arethe sourceof i's payoff
increment and determine their location; their payoffs will be less than
equipower. Since equipower is the baseline from which power exercise is
inferred,the baseline condition will be consideredfirst.
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The equipower payoffs for A, B, and C are displayed in Figure 2a. For this
structure, the value of the widget V is 20 to C; therefore the sum of the payoffs
to A, B and C must be 20.10Three payoff blocks are labeled PA' PB' and Pc and
each is proportional in size to the position's payoff. Here PA = 6.66 , PB = 6.66
and Pc = 6.66, and the blocks are equal in size. Later,when resistance equations
are introduced and applied, it will be shown that values displayed in Figure
2a are at equipower.1l With the sum of payoffs to A, B, and C fixed, were any
payoff block to expand, at least one other block must contract.
Predicted payoff blocks for NET124are shown in Figure 2b. The sizes of the
three blocks follow from predictions developed below. Comparing the payoffs
of NET124 to the equipower baseline shown in 2a, it is seen that A's payoff block
has expanded to almost three times its size at equipower: PA = 18 >> 6.66. B's
and C's payoffs are much smaller than equipower being minimal at P = 1. A is
benefiting at B's expense and at C's expense. Therefore, A is exercising power
locally over B and exercising power-at-a-distance over C.
The NET112 structure is displayed in Figure 5, and its predicted payoff
blocks are shown in Figure 2c. Compared to the equipower baseline, the A and
B payoff blocks have expanded while the C payoff block has contracted. Since
PA and PB are larger than equipower while Pc is substantially smaller, both A
and B are exercising power over C. More precisely A is exercising power-at-adistance over C, while B is exercising power locally over C. The payoff blocks
show how this dual exercise occurs. Since PA = 11.05 > 6.66, the payoff block
for A has expanded relative to equipower, but since PB= 7.95 > 6.66, B's payoff
block has also expanded. Only C's payoff block is small, being minimal at Pc = 1.
Because B is gaining more than at equipower, A's increased payoff is not at B's
expense; therefore, A is not exercising power locally over B.
Considering NET112 and NET124 together, A's exercise of power-at-adistance is indicated by two conditions only, the increase in PA and decrease
in Pc. In NET112, the increment of A's payoff above equipower cannot be from
B because B's payoff is also larger than equipower. By default the increment of
A's payoff must be at C's expense. In NET124, B's payoff is smaller than
equipower as is C's payoff. Since only A and not B is benefiting from C's loss, A
is exercising power-at-a-distance over C. Thus the exercise of power-at-adistance is defined only by PA > 6.66 and Pc < 6.66 and is independent from
the size of PB.12 One-step-longer networks are studied later, and again, for
finding power-at-a-greater-distance, the payoffs to the intermediate positions
is irrelevant. The Appendix explains these points and gives axioms for power
exercise in two step flow networks that are easily generalizable to networks,
three steps and longer.
Whereas this investigation follows previous research in designating power
exercise by the deviation of payoffs from equipower, there is a necessary
departure from previous practice here. In previous studies payoffs at the
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equipower baseline were theoretically derived and could be produced
experimentallyin simpledyadsor other equipowerstructures.Forthis research,
however, equipower payoffs are only theoretically derived. For equipower
payoffs to be produced experimentally,no conditions which produce power
differences can be present. As will now be seen, however, it may well be
impossibleto eliminate all power conditions from flow networks.

An Overview of Structural Power Conditions in Flow Networks
In exchange networks, the exercise of power is produced by structural
conditions like exclusion,inclusion, and ordering.These power conditions are
found where two or more exchangerelationsare connected.Sometimesmore
than one condition is present at a connection. For example, in some of the
networks to be investigated,inclusion and exclusion occur together while in
others ordering is found together with exclusion. The joint effect when two
power conditions are present is discussedimmediatelybelow.
Strong power structureswhere power is due to exclusive connection are
defined in the following way:
Strongpowerstructuresarenetworksthatcontaintwo and only two typesof
positions:one or morehighpowerpositionswhichareneverexcludedandtwo
or morelowpowerpositions,at leastone of whichmustbe excluded;
lowpower
are
connected
to
positions
only
high powerpositions. (Simpson& Willer
1999:271)

Ignoringthe low profit relations,the first of the Stolte and Emersonnetworks
shown in Figure la is a strong power structure.Since each position is limited
to one exchange,r is exclusivelyconnected to the other nodes such that r is
never excluded, but two of y, b, and g must be excluded. Seeking to avoid
exclusion,low powerpositionslikey, b, andg makebetterand betteroffersuntil
exchangeratios come to maximallyfavor r, the high power position (Willer&
Skvoretz1997a).
Exclusive connections occur in NET124 because A - B and B - C strong

power substructuresare linked in series.As shown in Figure3b, A has a single
widget and two Bs as exchangepartners.A is exclusivelyconnected and, with
one B alwaysexcluded,the A - B substructureis strongpower.A is a high power
position while the Bs are low power positions relative to A. For the B - C
exchange, the B holding the widget is exclusively connected having two C
exchangepartners,one of which will be excluded.Thus the B - C substructure
is strong power with B the high power position relativeto the Cs which are
low power positions. Unlikethe positions in the Stotle and Emersonnetworks,
the Bs occupy two very different statuses; relative to A they are low power
positions, but relativeto C they are high power positions. In this regardBs are
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like middle managerswho are low power relativeto CEOsand high in power
relativeto their subordinates.
Exclusive connection also occurs in other of the networks studied here.
Looking at Figures 4 and 5 shows that each has only one strong power
substructure.In NET122of Figure4, A is exclusivelyconnectedto the two Bs.
Thus A is a high power position and excludes one of two Bs, which are low
power relativeto A. In NET112 of Figure5, B is exclusivelyconnected to the
Cs. Thus B is a high power position relativeto the Cs and excludesone of two
low power Cs.
BecauseA, B and C are connectedin seriesin all of the networks,two other
powerconditionsarepresent,inclusionand ordering.Any positionis inclusively
connectedwhen it must exchangewith two or more othersto benefit from any
one (Patton & Willer 1990;Szmatka& Willer 1995;Willer & Skvoretz1997a).
Inclusionaffectsthe second of two exchanges.For example,in NET122,B must
completethe A - B exchangeand the B - C exchangeto gain a payoff.13Being
inclusivelyconnected, resistancewill predict that B is lower in power than C
(see below). ThatB is lowerin powershouldhavetwo effects.FirstB will receive
smallerpayoffsthan C. Second,becauseB is weakerthan C, A's power exercise
in NET122 is less than the maximalpredictedfor NET124.
The power condition orderingoccurswhen i must deal withj to gain access
to k (Corra2000;Corra& Willer2002). In NET112,B must exchangefirstwith
the A before exchangingwith either C. The effect of ordering is seen in the
first exchange,where B is weakerthan A. It was alreadyseen that B exercises
power from exclusion over the Cs. But resistancepredictsthat, as a result of
ordering,A benefits more from B's power exercisethan does B (see below).
More generally, inclusion and ordering occur at all connections of all
resource flow networks, but their effects are masked when exclusion is also
present. Previous work has shown that the effects of inclusion and ordering
are eliminated by exclusion (Corra & Willer 2002; Szmatka& Willer 1995;
Willer & Skvoretz 1997a). More precisely,exclusion eliminates the effects of
orderingand inclusionwhen the two work in oppositedirections.For example,
in the B - C substructureof NET124,B is weakenedby its inclusiveconnection
to A and C, but in B - C the B is very strongbecauseof its exclusiveconnection
to two Cs. Here exclusion is predictedto eliminatethe effect of inclusion. In
the A - B substructureof NET124, orderingand exclusion work in the same
direction; both favor A. While exclusion does not eliminate the effect of
orderinghere, exclusion alone is predictedto be powerfulenough to produce
payoffs at the extremefavoringA, maskingthe smallerorderingeffect.
Both inclusion and orderingare presentin NET112and NET122,but only
one of the two power conditions is detectablein each. In NET112, exclusion
masks the effect of inclusion, but not ordering.In NET122, exclusion masks
the effect of ordering,but not inclusion. The effectsof inclusion and ordering
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and how they aremaskedby exclusion are not particularto the three networks
just discussed. That they are quite general will be seen in the two longer
networks, NET1122 and NET1248 which are also studied. As displayed in
Figures 6 and 7, NET1248 is like NET124 but adds one further step, while
NET1122 combines structuralqualities of NET112 and NET122. Thus their
investigationoffers an importantfurthertest for theory offered here and, in
addition, finds whether power-at-a-distanceis attenuatedas it is extended.

Applying Resistance Equations to Predict Power Exer
Resistanceequationshave successfullypredictedexchangeratios and power in
a large body of previous research.14
VanAssen (2001) shows that resistanceis
to
the
RKS
solution (Kalai & Smorodinsky 1975;
mathematicallyequivalent
Raiffa 1953) of cooperativegame theory.15The applicationof resistancehere
is new. To capturethe interdependenceof power events acrossthe flows of the
network,two resistanceequationsareformed- one for each of the exchanges
in the structure- and solved simultaneously.
Resistanceuses each actor'smixed motives in exchangeto predictexchange
ratios and thus power exercise.Let Pi be i's payoff,Pimaxis i's best payoff and
Picon is i's payoff at confrontation- when agreementdoes not occur. Then
resistanceis the ratio of Pimax - Pi, which is i's interest in gaining a better
payoff,to Pi - Picon, which is i's interestin avoidingconfrontation:

Ri

Pi max- Pi

(1)

Pi- Pi con

Principle2 of NetworkExchangeTheoryassertsthat agreementsoccur at equal
resistance(Willer 1981, 1999). For an A - B equal power dyadwhereA and B
divide 24 resources,
PA max - PA = PB max - PB =
RA =
RB
PA- PA con
PB - PB con

RA

23- PA

23- PB

PA - 0

PB -O

PA O

RB

(2)

(3)

and, by symmetry,PA = 12 and PB = 12.

Earlier it was shown for NET124that PA = X, PB = Y- X and Pc = 20 - Y

and that Pmaxfor all positions= 18.16Substitutingthose payoffsinto equation2,

for an equipower network with A - B and B - C exchanges, there are two
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resistanceequations.Here RAbis the resistanceof A relativeto B and similarly
for the other expressions.

18 - X
RAb=

X
0
X-O

18 - (Y - X)
(Y-X)-0
(Y
X)-O

RBa

_ 18 - (Y-X) _ 18 - (20-Y) _

R

(Y -X) -0

(20 - Y) -

(4)

(5)

Solving, X = 6.66 and Y = 13.33 and all payoffs are numerically equal at
PA= 6.66, PB= 6.66, and Pc = 6.66 These are the equipower payoffs discussed

earlier.
Becausethere are two equations (4 and 5) and two unknowns (X and Y),
the equations are solved simultaneously- as are other pairs of equations
encounteredlater.For longer networks,three resourceflows (X, Y,and Z) are
found by simultaneouslysolvingthreeequations.By extension,for futurestudies
where networks are n steps long, there will be n unknowns and n resistance
equations.
That equations are solved simultaneously does not assume that the
exchanges are simultaneous; as already explained they are not. Instead, a
simultaneous solution assumes that the exchanges across the network are
interdependent. But are they? Since the first exchange occurs in the A - B
subnetwork and the second in the B - C subnetwork, it is obvious that
agreements in A - B affect B - C. Nevertheless, these networks are studied as

repeatedgames. Therefore,agreementsin B - C at t- 1 react back and affect
A - B agreements at t-

and similarly to equilibrium. By capturing both effects,

the simultaneous solution predicts X and Y at equilibrium. Ultimately,the
measure of the interdependence of X and Y flows rests in the agreement
between predictions, which assume that interdependence,and the empirical
evidence to be offeredbelow.
PREDICTINGPOWER-AT-A-DISTANCE
IN NET124

For any strong power structure (or substructure), high power positions have

offers which are exclusive alternatives.LetA be the high power position and
pAt- 1be the payoff to A at t - 1 from one of A's exclusive alternatives. Then

PAcon= PAt-l the cost of confrontation for A at t is the alternativepayoff
alreadyofferedat t - 1. LetB be a low powerposition. BecauseB cannot hope
to gain more than her rival gains in A's alternativeoffer,that offer places an
upper bound on PBmax.The upperbound is PBt-1,which is the payoffto B of
an offerjust better for A than A's alternativepayoff.Thus, PBmax= PBt- and
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TABLE 1: Resource Flows for Power-at-a-Distance in Two-Step Networks:
Resistance Predictions and Observed Means

Structure
NET124
n = 45a

Flow

NET122

X
(B->A)
Y
(C->B)
X

n=28b

(B-OA)

Prediction
18.0

Observed
Mean
17.78
(1.02)
18.89
(.630)
14.96

19.0
17.1

t

p

1.43

NS

1.16

NS

5.15

<.001

(2.16)

Y
18.1
16.21
4.72
<.001
(C-+B)
(2.08)
11.05
NET112
X
12.76
5.14
<.001
n = 36c
(B-*A)
(1.97)
Y
19.0
18.62
2.15
<.01
(C--B)
(1.06)
arestandarddeviations.
Note:Numbersin parentheses
a The45
periodswereobtainedfromninegroupsof fiveperiodseach.Subjectswererotated
throughpositionsattheconclusionof eachperiod.
b The28
infourperiods,each
periodswereobtainedfromsevengroups.Eachgroupparticipated
rounds.Subjects
wererotatedthroughpositionsattheconclusion
consistingoftennegotiation
of eachperiod.
c The36
in fourperiods,each
periodswereobtainedfromninegroups.Eachgroupparticipated
often
rounds.
were
rotated
consisting
negotiation
Subjects
throughpositionsattheconclusion
of eachperiod.
the resistance expression for a strong power structure where RH is the
resistance of the high power A and RLBis the resistance of the low power B is:
H
RA

p
PAm ax-p A =
PA -

PA- PA

P'B PB

PB - PB con

L

= RB

(6)

To illustrate how equation 6 works, let A have B and C as exchange partners
and divide 24 resources with only one. Equation 3 suggests that A's negotiations
will begin at t- 1 with a 12 - 12 split. When that split is with B's rival C, at t:

RA

23- PA
PA - 12

11- PB
=
PB-O

RB

PA = 18 and PB = 6. These values signal the beginning of the power process.
Now for t + 1 there are new negotiations and plugging in the new PAcon = 18
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FIGURE4: Netl22: A Networkwith ExclusivePowerbetweenLevelsOne
and Two
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and Pcmax = 5 gives PA= 21 and Pc = 3. This is an iterativeprocess which
approachesthe endpoint PA = PAmax= 23 with P = 1 for either B or C while
the other is excluded.17
Predictionsfor NET124of Figures3a and 3b are generatedin the sameway,
but with two equationsand two unknowns,X and Y. Some X and Yvalues are
time superscripted.Forexample,sinceA is high power,PAcon = X t-1 and,since
B is low power,PBmax = y t- 1 _ Xt- 1. RHAb is the resistanceof the high power
A relativeto B and similarlyfor the other expressions.Equation7 is for the A
- B strongpower substructurewhereA is high power and B is low. Equation8
is for B - C strongpower substructurewhereB is a high powerposition and C
is low.
H
RAb

H

R

_

18-X
x xt1

(yt-l

18-(Y-X)
(Y- X) -(y--

Xt-l)-(Y-X)
Y-X
-

X-)

(18-

L

RBa

t- )-(2020-Y

(7)

Y) =
Rb

Let payoffs at t - 1 be equipower; then, as shown above, Xt-1 = 6.66 and
t-1 = 13.33 and, for t = 1, X= 14.38 and Y= 18.90. Therefore, at t, PA= 14.38,
PB= 4.52 and Pc = 1.10. PAhas alreadysubstantiallyincreasedwhile PB and

Pc have substantiallydeclined.18A is alreadyexercisingsubstantialpower-at-
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FIGURE 5: Netl 12: A Network with Exclusive Power between Levels
Two and Three
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a-distance over C and locally over B. Y is already very near its upper bound of
19 and, as t increases, X will increase such that PAbwill approach PAbmax= 18.
Therefore, for NET124 resistance predicts PA = 18 while PB = 1.0 and Pc = 1.0:
X = 18 and Y = 19. A exercises power maximally over both the Bs and Cs. This
prediction is displayed in Table 1.
An alternative prediction for NET124 asserts that power is localized such
that A and B divide half the value of the widget and B and C divide the
remaining half. If so, PA = 9 and PBa= 1 for the first exchange while PBc= 9
and Pc = 1 for the second. Overall, PB = PBa + PBc = 9 + 1 = 10. These
predictions will be compared to experimental results below.
PREDICTING
POWER
ANDPOWER-AT-A-DISTANCE
LOCAL
INNET122
Given in Figure 4 is NET122. Since the A - B substructure of NET122, like the
A - B substructure of NET124, is strong power, equation 7 applies. A is high
power and excludes one of two Bs. B - C is not an exclusionary strong power
substructure, however. Having only one exchange partner, B is not high in
power relative to C. Resistance finds that B is inclusively connected and lower
in power than C. B's payoff is Y- X, and, since B will lose Y- X if the exchange
with C is not completed, PBccon = - (Y - X). Again the widget is worth 20 to
C. RBCIis the resistance of the inclusively connected B.
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I

18 - (Y-X)

-

(Y - X) - [-(Y - X)]

18-(20-Y)

20-Y

Rb

and simplifying
I

b

18- (Y- X) _ 18-(20- Y)
=
2 (Y -X)
20-Y

(9)

B is squeezed between two structurally advantaged positions allowing a
straightforwardsolution for NET122.A is the most powerfulposition and, as
equation 7 asserts,A will gain better and better deals, such that X increases.
But equation9 assertsthat, for similarpayoffs,C will be more resistantthan B.
Therefore,Pc will decline, but PBwill decline even more rapidly.Eventually
PB= 1 and, because one is the least which B will accept, equilibriumpayoffs
will occur at that value. Substituting Y- X = 1 in equation 9 leaves only Y
unknown. Solving, Y= 18.1 and X= 17.1.
Two alternative predictions are now proposed for NET122.The first
alternativeappealsto parsimonyand assertsthat only power due to exclusion
is present.If so, B and C are not inclusivelyconnected;they are power equals
and A is the only advantagedposition. As A's power exerciseincreases,PB and
Pc both approach one together (PB -> 1 and Pc -> 1). Then PA = PA
max = 18 and the predictionfor NET122is exactlythe same as for NET124.A
second alternative,suggestedby an anonymouseconomist, holds that, for the
B - C exchange, PBcon = - X, because X is B's sunk costs. If so, B is again lowest

power and, modifyingequation9, X = 11.4 and Y 12.4. All three predictions
will be comparedto experimentalresults for NET122.
PREDICTING
POWERIN NET112

In NET112 of Figure 5, A has a single B and B has two Cs as exclusive
alternatives.BecauseB is high power relativeto the Cs, equation8 appliesand
Y = 19 is the equilibriumvalue predicted.Thus Pc = 1. If A and B are power
equals,theirpayoffswill be the same;PA = 9.5 and PB = 9.5. Therefore,X = 9.5.
But resistancedoes not see A and B as power equals.A acts as a gatekeeper
controllingB's accessto C and, because of the effect of orderingon B, A will
benefit more than B from B's power over C. Since failureto exchangewith A
deprives B of the opportunity to profit when exchanging with C,
PBcon= -(Y- X). Therefore,RBa?,the resistancefactor for B as affected by
ordering, takes the same form as RBaI,B's resistance factor as affected by
inclusion in equation9.
RAb

18-X

18 -(Y-X)

X

2(Y-X)

R_
(10)
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PluggingY= 19 into equation10 givesX = 11.05.(Thesevalueswereseen earlier
in the discussion of Figure2c.) A exercisespower-at-a-distancebenefiting at
C's expense while B exercises modest power locally over C: PA= 11.05, PB= 7.95,

Pc = 1. These predictions and the alternativepredictions, that A and B are
power equals,will both be comparedto experimentaloutcomes.

Experimental Design and Results
THE EXPERIMENTAL
DESIGN

All experimentswere conducted using ExNet II, a Windows-basedelectronic
laboratory system for the investigation of exchange networks. Using mouse
control, subjectsseated at PCs in separaterooms send and receive offers and
make exchanges.The design of ExNetII follows the rule,"Showdon't tell."The
networkbeing investigatedis an activedisplayon each subject'sscreen;subjects
click icons to make offers and complete exchanges.For example,to make an
offer to one of the Bs, the subjectA clicks a counter to set the desired price
and clicks an arrowaimed at that B. The arrowchangescolor to indicatethat
the offeris sent.On B'sscreen,A's offeris seen as a cartoonballoonoverA. With
experimentalconditionsactivelydisplayed,interactionis intuitiveand subjects'
errors are substantiallyreduced.
Subjectswere not misdirected.Instead, they were connected in exchange
relations as shown in the figure for that structure.For example, in NET124,
the A subjecthad two B subjectsto whom a singlewidget could be sold. The B
who purchased the widget had two Cs as (exclusive) alternative exchange
partners.Actually,only five subjectsare needed for NET124'sseven positions.
Since only one B has a widget to sell, ExNet II automaticallyconnects the
subjectsin the two C positions to the B holding the widget. Therefore,two Cs
performthe roles of the four picturedfor NET124 for a total of five subjects
for each session.In NET122,only four subjectswere needed,an A, two Bs, and
a single C who was automaticallyconnected to the B holding the widget. In
NET112 the number of subjectsper session correspondedto the number of
positions in the network (see Figures4 and 5).
For each structure,the first negotiation round opened with the subject at
the A position initiallyholding the widget while subjectsat B and C positions
were each allocated 20 money ($) resources.19For NET124, during the first
part of the round, the subject at A negotiates with subjects at the two B
positions.Negotiationswerelively.Offersand counteroffersflew backand forth
and, in nearly all cases, agreements were reached relatively quickly. Since
resistanceassumes rationalactors, this is a full informationdesign. All offers
and agreementsare displayedon the screensof A and both of the B subjects.
In fact,A - B offers and agreementsare displayedon the Cs' screensas well.
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With the A - B exchangecompleted,the second part of the round begins.
Now the B subjectwho purchasedthe widget negotiates its sale with its two
Cs. Again negotiations were lively; offers, counteroffers,and agreementsare
again displayedfor all subjects.At the conclusion of the experiment,subjects
were paid by points earned; they averaged about $20 for the experiment.
Becausesubjectswere rotatedbetweenadvantagedand disadvantagedpositions
(see below) few earnedas little as $15 or more than $25.
Experimentswere organizedin sessions, periods and negotiation rounds.
Foreach session,therewere
Table1 givesthe numberof sessionsper structure.20
four
for NET112 and similarly
as many periods as subjects,five for NET124,
for the other structures.Within each period there were a number of rounds
of negotiation.At the conclusion of each period, subjectswere rotatedto new
positions, altering subject pairings.21The experiment concluded when each
subject had occupied each position. For analysis,data were averagedwithin
each period. For each session of NET124therewas one datum point for X and
one for Y for each of five periodswhile each session of NET112gave one X and
one Y datum point for each of its four periods.The numberof datapoints per
structure is exchanges x periods x sessions. Since each structure had two
exchanges,for NET124there are 2 x 5 x 9 = 90 data points while for NET112
there are 2 x 4 x 9 = 72 data points. The observedmeans reportedin Table1
are averagedacrossperiods and sessions.
EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTSBY STRUCTURE

Experimentalresultsfor the structuresare given in Table1. The structuresare
taken up in the order given in the table. Results are discussed in light of
predictionsfrom resistanceequations and alternativepredictions.
For NET124,experimentalresultsare an excellentfit to resistancepredictions and clearlyshow that A exercisespower-at-a-distance.The results also
show that A exercises power locally. The observed means X = 17.78 and
Y= 18.89 indicate that A is benefiting (PA = 17.78) at B's expense
(PB= 1.11 << 6.66 ), and at C's expense (Pc = 1.11 << 6.66 ). In fact, observed

means fit resistancepredictionswell;X = 17.78 and Y = 18.89 are not significantlydifferentfrom predictedX = 18 and Y = 19. The alternativeprediction,
that power is only local, predicts PA = 9, PB = 10 and Pc = 1. Because observed
PA= 7.78 and P = 1.11, the alternativeprediction is not supported.

Observed X and Y values for NET122are significantly different from
resistance predictions. Resistance predictions are substantially closer to
observed means than are alternative predictions, however. One alternative
hypothesisholds that inclusion is not present:B and C are equal in power.If
so, observedX = 14.96and Y= 16.21shouldbe verylikeX = 17.78and Y= 18.89
observedfor NET124,but they are not. If B and C had been power equals,PB
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FIGURE6: NET1248:An OrganizationalNetworkwith Powerbetween All
Four Levels
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and Pc would have been numericallyequal, but observedPc = 3.79 is more
than three times as large as the observed PB = 1.25. The second alternative
hypothesis, which reflects an approach founded in neoclassical economic
theory,holds that the Bs are weakenedby "sunkcosts"and predictsX = 11.5
and Y = 12.5; but X and Y are substantiallyhigher. Resistanceoffers better
predictions here than the alternativeeconomic approach.22In addition, the
prediction from resistance,that A exercisesboth power-at-a-distanceover C
and power locally over B, is supported.Finally,that the observedpayoffto B is
substantiallylower than observed payoffs to A and C is consistent with the
resistanceequations'contentionthat B is squeezedbetweentwo more powerful
positions.
For NET112, observedmeans for both X and Y are significantlydifferent
from predictions, but that difference is not in a direction supporting the
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FIGURE 7:

NET1122: A Network with Exclusive Power between Levels
Two and Three
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alternative prediction, which holds that A and B are equal in power. Had A
and B been power equals, they would have equally shared the spoils of B's
structural advantage over C. In fact, B's payoff, PB = 5.86, is less than half of A's
payoff, PA = 12.76. Resistance anticipated that A would exercise power over B,
but underestimated the amount of power exercised. The B - C substructure is
strong power, with B the high power position and Cs low. As indicated by
Y= 18.62, B is gaining near the maximum for Y of 19 when exchanging with
the Cs. But A's power exercise over B is so great that PB = 5.86 < 6.66, and B
just fails to qualify as exercising power. Instead, A is exercising power locally
over B and at a distance over C.
In addition to considering each X and Y prediction individually, it is helpful
to look again at the overall power distributions in these networks. The
applications of resistance predicted in NET124 that A would benefit at the
expense of Bs and Cs, in NET122 that A's power would not be maximal because
the powerless B would be unable to push C to the extreme, and that in NET112
A would share in the spoils as B exercised power over the Cs. That these
predictions were all confirmed supports the application of resistance equations
employed here.
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Power-At-A-Greater-Distance
To find whether the exercise of power can be extended beyond two-step
networks and to further test the application of resistance equations in
predictingthat power exercise,two three-stepnetworksare now investigated.
NET1248of Figure6 is a straightforwardextension of NET124.To A - B and
B- C strongpower substructuresare added C - D strongpower substructures.
As in each previousstep, in the C - D substructureseach high power C always
excludesone of two low powerDs. Now the widget is worth 30 points to D and
the size of the C - D money flow is Z. The payoffsby position are:
PA=X

PPB= Y-X

=Z-Y

PD =30-Z.

Thesearealso the payoffsby position in NET1122of Figure7, the secondthreestep network to be investigated. NET1122 is a composite of NET112 (see
Figure5) and NET122 (see Figure4). Throughthe firsttwo exchangesit is like
NET112,and for the last two exchangesit is like NET122.NET1122containsa
singleB - C strongpower substructure.ForNET1248and NET1122both B and
C are middlemen;each must sell the widget for more than its cost in order to
profit.
Finding whether power exercise is local, at-a-distance, or at-a-greaterdistancefollows the same logic as before.The position i exercisespower overj
when i benefits at j's expense.The payoffto any position exercisingpower will
be greaterthan equipowerwhile the payoff to any position over which power
is exercisedis less than equipower.Becausethe widget is worth 30 and there
are four positions exchanging,resistancefinds that, at equipower,Pi= 7.5. For
example, when PA > 7.5, PB > 7.5, Pc < 7.5, and PD < 7.5, then A is exercising

power-at-a-distance over C and at-a-greater-distance over D while B is
exercisingpower locally over C and at-a-distanceover D.23
POWER-AT-A-GREATER-DISTANCE
IN NET1248
PREDICTING

Applying resistance to NET1248 is similar to the application to NET124 but

with the additionof C - D strongpowersubstructures.Herethe widgetis worth
30 points and the smallestunit of the money resourceis one. Thus Pmax = 30
-1 - 1 - 1 = 27 for any position. Equations 7 and 8 are revised and extended to

three resistanceequations so that X, Y and Z are predicted:
H

RAb

H

27-X
2
X- Xt-

-

(yt-- X-)-(Y-X)
Y-X

27-(Y - X)
(Y -X) -(yt--X'-1)

(Ztl

R
=

-Yt')-(Z

Z-Y

RBa

- Y)

(7')
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TABLE 2: Resource Flows for Power-at-a-Distance in Three Step Networks
Resistance Predictions and Observed Means
Observed
Mean

Structure

Flow

Prediction

NET1248

X

27.0

26.48

28.0

27.88
(1.76)
28.65
(1.57)
18.59

n = 70a

(B-)A)

NET1122

Y
(C--B)
Z
(D-*C)
X

n= 24b

(B-)A)

t

p

1.82

NS

(2.37)

29.0
15.94

.566

NS
NS

1.85

< .05

2.07

(6.15)

27.07
26.30
Y
(3.67)
(C->B)
28.07
26.97
Z
(D-C)
(3.31)
Note:Numbersin parentheses
arestandarddeviations.

1.01

NS

1.59

NS

a

The70 periodswereobtainedfromten groupsof sevenperiodseach. Subjectswererotated
throughpositionsattheconclusionof eachperiod.
b The24periodswereobtainedfromtwelvegroups.Eachgroupparticipated
in twoperiods,each
rounds.Subjects
wererotatedthroughpositionsattheconclusion
consistingoftennegotiation
of eachperiod.

H=

27- (Z- Y)
(zd
ZY)-(Z"'-

yt-')

_ (27-Zt-')-(30-Z)
30-Z

_
(9')

In each case the factorto the left is for a high power position and the factorto
the right is for a low power position.A is high in power relativeto B; B is high
in power relativeto C; and C is high in power relativeto D. To solve, begin
with equal power values for t - 1 which are X = 7.5, Y = 15, and Z = 22.5. Now

there are three equations and three unknowns and the solution is found, as
before,by iterating.
Resistancepredicts that X = 27, Y = 28 and Z = 29. Therefore,PA = 28,
PB= 1, Pc = 1, and PD = 1. As in NET124, in NET1248 exclusion in each strong

power substructure is predicted to eliminate (or mask) any inclusion and
ordering effects. Thus, in NET1248,power is predictedto go to the extreme
favoringA. But now A's power exerciseis predictedto extendthroughB and C
at a greaterdistanceto D.
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PREDICTING
POWERIN NET1122

WHEREALL THREEPOWERCONDITIONS
ARE PRESENT

Because NET1122 is a composite of NET112 and NET122 it combines all three
power conditions, ordering, exclusion, and inclusion, in a single structure.
Therefore, resistance predictions are derived as they were for those two earlier
structures. Adapting equations 10, 8, and 9 to the A - B, B - C, and C - D
substructures respectively,
RAb

27-X

_ 27-(Y-X)

X

2(Y
27-(Y

H

RBC

(y-

X)

(Y-

(10')

- X)

- X)

(Zt-

Xl-l)

Z-Y

(Y- X)-(yt-'-Xt4)

RI _ 27-(Z - Y) = 27-(302(Z-Y)

30-Z

) (Z - Y)
ZY

Z) =

L
RCb

(8')

(9)

Resistance predicts X = 15.94, Y= 27.07, and Z = 28.07. As in NET112A, acting
as gatekeeper, is predicted to gain PA = 15.94 while B as high power in the
B-C substructure is predicted to gain PB = 27.07 - 15.94 = 11.13. As in
NET122, power is being exercised over the last two positions; here Pc = 28.07
- 27.07 = 1 and PD = 30 - 27.07 = 1.93. In this case, however, both A and B are
exercising power over C and D. The alternative prediction is that exclusion is
the only power condition present. If so, A and B are equal in power while C
and D will both be pushed to the minimum payoff: X = 14, Y = 28, and Z = 29.
EXPERIMENTAL
DESIGN AND RESULTS

The NET1248 and NET1122 experimental designs are like those of previous
experiments. Again ExNETII was employed and again subjects at separate PCs
interacted using mouse control. As previously, the network is an important part
of the experimental design. For the strong power substructures of NET1248,
the A subject had two B subjects as exclusive alternatives for exchange. When
the A - B exchange was completed, ExNet II automatically connected two C
subjects to the B holding the widget and, upon the completion of the B - C
exchange connected two D subjects to the C holding the widget. Thus only
seven subjects were needed to cover the fifteen positions shown in Figure 6.
For NET1122, each session required five subjects, one each in A and B, two in
C and one in D. Only one D is needed because ExNETII automatically connected
that subject to the C who purchased the widget. For both structures, A was
allocated one widget each round while B, Cs, and Ds were allocated 30 $
resources. For NET1248 there were ten sessions each with seven periods:
Between periods, subjects were rotated to new positions to produce new parings.
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NET1122 had twelve sessions each with two periods between which subjects
were rotatedto produce new parings.Data are averagedwithin periods.As in
previousstructures,the numberof datapoints is exchangesx periodsx sessions.
Thus there are 3 x 7 x 10 = 210 datapoints for NET1248and 3 x 2 x 12 = 72
data points for NET1122.
Experimentalresultsfor NET1248are displayedin Table2. Resistancepredictions are strongly supported.The observedmeans for X, Y and Z are not
significantlydifferentfrom their predictedvalues.ResistancepredictsPA= 27
and the observedmean is PA = 26.48. Resistancepredictsthat Bs, Cs, and Ds
benefit minimally and observed values are PB = 1.40, Pc = .77, and PD = 1.35.24

OnlyA exercisedpower.That is to say,A exercisedpower locally over Bs, at-adistance over Cs and at-a-greater-distanceover Ds. In fact, the exercise of
power by A over all others is not significantlydifferentfrom the maximum.
Researchresultsfor NET1122also support resistancepredictions:Y and Z
were not significantlydifferentfrom predictedvalues.X is slightlylargerthan
predicted,which indicatesthat the effect of orderingis strongerthan expected,
just as it was in NET112.At the same time, the alternativepredictions,which
assertthat exclusion is the only structuralpower condition present,do not fit
NET1122'sresultswell; the predictionswhich take inclusion and orderinginto
account are substantiallycloser to observedvalues.
Furthermore,results for NET1122 are like a composite of NET112 and
NET122.The orderingeffect which increasesX in NET112beyond equipower
similarlyincreasesX in NET1122.In fact, both are inflatedsomewhatbeyond
predictedvalues. In NET122,A fails to push X to the maximum becauseB is
weakened by inclusion when exchanging with C. The equivalent part of
NET1122finds B failingto push Y to the maximumbecauseC is weakenedby
inclusionwhen exchangingwith D. More generally,experimentalresultsfor the
three structuresare mutually supportive. Results for NET1122 indicate that
resultsfor both earlierstructureswere not accidental,adding furthersupport
to resistancepredictions.25
In NET1122 both A's and B's mean observed payoffs are higher than
equipower:PA = 18.59 > 7.50 and PB= 7.71 > 7.50. By contrastpayoffsto C
and D are lower than equipower: Pc = .67 and PD = 3.03. As predicted, A is

exercisingpower at-a-distanceover C and at-a-greater-distanceover D while
B's very small power exerciseis over C and D.
Discussion
This investigationhas extendedthe scope of NetworkExchangeTheorybeyond
the study of local power exercise.New theorypredictslocal power and powerat-a-distanceby dealingwith the interdependenceof activityacross structures
as affected by multiple power conditions. For these predictions, resistance
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equations are applied to an array of contrasting structures and alternative
predictionswere proposed.In all cases,experimentaltests supportedresistance
predictions over alternatives.
Previouslyit seemed that theories of network exchangewould have little
to say about centralizedpower structures.For example, Cook and colleagues
assert a "decentralizationprinciple"such that "networkstend to form into
systems organized around multiple foci of power" (302; also see Cook &
Emerson 1984). Experimental evidence for their principle was the A - B - C -

B - A five actorline discussedearlierwherethe Bs were found to be high power
and the C low power.Marsden's(1983) simulationalso found that power was
not centralized;he found that middle positions had earningssimilarto central
positions.26

I will now show,however,that power centralizationis near its maximumin
some of the networks investigated here. Since it does not appear to have
previouslybeen given a precisemeaning,the first step of the demonstrationis
to define power centralization.Here power centralizationis defined in terms
of power concentrationand closeness centrality:power centralization is the
concentrationat the centralposition of resourcesgained from exchange.27Let
power be centralizedwhen power exerciseis concentratedin the most central
position and let the power concentration,Ci at any position i be the ratio of i's
payoffsto Pimax.Here is the power centralizationof three two-step networks
as measuredby the concentrationof power exerciseat their centralpositions:
NET124 CA = 17.78/18 = .998; NET122 CA = 14.96/18 = .831; NET112 CB =
5.86/18 = .326

Poweris most centralizedin NET124,and somewhatless so in NET122.In
NET112power is not centralizedbecause power concentrationat A, which is
not central, is greater than at B that is central (CA = 12.76/18 = .709 >

CB= .326). It is immediatelyobvious that placing exclusionarystrong power
substructuresat each step, as in NET124,stronglyfavorspower centralization.
That it does is seen in NET1248,which, like NET124,has exclusionarystrong
power substructures at each step, and where CA = 26.48/27 = .981. By contrast,

when only one strongpower substructureis present,as in NET122and NET112,
power may or may not be centralizedas determinedby the placementof the
substructurein the largerstructure.
Because this research shows that power can be highly centralized in
exchangenetworks,to avoid falsification,the decentralizationprincipleneeds
to be scope-limited to networks in which resources do not flow between
positions. Cook and colleaguesdiscovereddecentralizationin their 5-actorline,
but NET122, where power is centralized at A, is also a C - B - A - B - C 5-

actor line. It appearsthen that it is not the network'sconfiguration,but the
distancethat resourcescan flow - togetherwith the presenceand placement
of strongpower substructures- that determineswhetherpower is centralized.
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Theory and results offered here agree with and build on Weber'sanalysis
of powercentralization.He focusedon the separationof actorsfrom ownership
of their positions to find power centralizedin bureacracyand decentralized
in feudalism([1918] 1968:956-1110). Actorswho own their positions cannot
be excludedfrom them, whereasactorswho are separatedfrom ownershipcan
be excluded.In feudal structures,becauseall own their positions, there are no
strong power substructures. Arguably the feudal hierarchy itself does not
producethe power differencesof feudal society.Instead,those differencesflow
from the distribution of estates, the size and numbers of which roughly
correspond to status in the hierarchy.28By contrast, in Weber'sideal type
bureaucracy,exclusionis by dismissaland, becauselower officialsare separated
from ownershipof their positions and excludableby their superiors,there are
strongpower substructureslinking each pair of levels. Dismissalis still a form
of exclusion today and ownershipof position is still important.For example,
Pfeffercites Fordhiringthen firingKnudsonand hiringand then firingIacocca
as instancesof the "powerof position"(1992:127).29
WhereasWeber'stheory and theory offered here are consistent, for now
comparisonsof the two should be consideredtentativeat best. Certainlypower
exercisedthrougha hierarchygives a differentappearancefrom power exercise
in the experimental structures studied here. If anything, the experimental
structures are more like industrial networks where power is exercised
horizontally.Today,the study of power-at-a-distancehas only begun. For the
future,we can be consoled that appearancesalone are not decisivein limiting
the predictivepower of theory.At issue insteadis whetherthe casesin question
share common theoreticalqualities. For example, previous researchon local
power exercise in exchange networks found that exchange relations and
resource pool relations, though they do not give the same appearance,are
affectedsimilarlyby power conditions.30By extension,to explainpower-at-adistanceinside and outsidethe laboratory,we should look to evidenceof strong
power substructuresand to structuralpower conditionsof exclusion,inclusion
and ordering before rejectingtheory applicationbecause the appearancesof
the relationsand structuresdiffer.
Furthermore,future work may show that inclusion and orderinghelp to
explain power conditions frequentlyfound in contemporaryorganizations.It
is well known that middle managers,who cannot dischargesubordinates,face
special difficulties.Middle managersmay be formallysuperordinate,but, like
the middle B in NET122, are squeezedbetween a high power superiorand a
subordinatenot weakenedby exclusion.For academicsthe obvious exampleis
the unenviableposition of departmentchairat researchuniversities.The chair
can be demoted by the dean but cannot discharge professors. By contrast,
orderingmay contributeto power-at-a-distance.In NET112,orderingallowed
A to exercisepower over the Bs and at-a-distanceover the Cs. Becausethey
act as gatekeeperscontrolling the flow of resources entering state agencies,
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division heads and/or governingboards of those agencies,like A in NET112,
may be powerfulbecause they are advantagedby ordering.
Basedon earlierforms of social exchangetheory,the resourcedependence
perspective(see Aldrich1976;Cook 1977;Jacobs1974;Pfeffer& Salancik1978;
Provan, Beyer & Kruytbosch 1980) analyzes power extending horizontally
across networks of organizations. This research might offer important
refinementsto that perspective.In Jacobs's(1974) founding paper,there are
"two components of dependence" (51), first "the number of alternative
suppliers" (50) and second the "substitutability ... or ... essentiality of a good

or service to a particularorganization"(50). The theory of this article sees
alternative suppliers as offering opportunities for exclusion while essential
goods and services are bases for inclusion. Furthermore,theory offered here
suggests that resource dependence must look beyond the alternativesof any
focal organizationto whetherthe focal organizationis itself an alternativefor
others.For example,in both NET112and in NET124,Bs have a single supplier
in A and sell to two Cs. Nevertheless, the Bs in NET124 are much weaker
because each is an alternativefor A.
Though this is the first study to applyformaltheoryto indirectpower and
to experimentallytest it, somethinghas alreadybeen learned.For example,it
was found that power-at-a-distanceis little attenuatedwhen extendedbeyond
two to three steps as long as strongpower substructuresare found at each step.
Further,this researchis the first to find that orderingand inclusion facilitate
and inhibit the extension of power exercise. Relations between power-at-adistanceand power centralizationhave been formalizedallowingthe structural
conditions which centralizepower to be differentiatedfrom conditions which
decentralizeit. It was also shown that there is no generalprinciple of power
decentralizationacrossall exchangenetworks.Finally,for all structuresstudied
here, middlemen were disadvantaged.Nevertheless,no generalprinciplethat
"All middlemen are disadvantaged"will be proposed. As suggested below,
networkscan be built where middlemen should be advantaged.
More generally,it has been shown here that varyingamounts of power-ata-distancecan be predictedacrosscontrastingstructuresand that investigation
of those predictions is tractableto laboratoryexperimentation. In fact, the
theory of this investigationpoints to a programof new research.Futurework
could include:
'

*

The investigation of strong power structures working in opposed
directions.All middlepositionsstudiedherewereweak,but not all need
be weak. Using the terminologydevelopedhere, in NET212the middle
position is high power in both its strongpower substructures.It should
gain payoffsnear its maximum.
This researchhas shown that
The study of power-at-a-greater-distance.
at three steps, but only
attenuated
is
not
exercise
substantially
power
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*

when there is a strong power substructure at each step. Is power
attenuatedat four or more steps?Alternatively,can some amount of
power-at-a-distancebe extendedbeyondtwo stepswhen only the initial
step is a strong power substructure?
The inquiryinto powerstabilityand legitimacy.When appliedto power
in hierarchies,this researchraisesquestionsconcerningwhetherpowerat-a-distancecan be stablewithout legitimacy.CertainlyWeberasserted
that power in hierarchies could not ([1918] 1968:213, 954).
Unfortunately, little is known about power stability in exchange
networks. While well suited to the study of power, its experimental
designs have been ill suited to investigate stability.31Nevertheless,
LegitimacyTheoryis well developed(Dornbusch& Scott 1975;Thomas,
Walker& Zelditch 1986; Walker,Rogers & Zelditch 1988; Zelditch &
Walker1984).Sincerecentworkby Walkerand colleagues(2000) points
to how legitimacytheory applies to power in exchangenetworks,the
issue of stability can now be investigated- an investigation which
should enrich both theories.
The examinationof the effect of coalitionson the extensionof power.
Investigatingstrong power structures,Simpson and Macy (2001) have
shown that coalitions can countervailpower over their members. In
networkswith power-at-a-distance,coalitionscould havefurthereffects.
A coalitionwhich countervailspower at one step may well block power
exercisefor all subsequentsteps.Alternatively,that coalitioncould clear
the way for its membersto benefit from subsequentpower exercise.

Notes
1. Sometimespublicofficialsdo not obeydulyelectedofficials.The classicstudyof elected
officialsfailing to institute their policies because of bureaucraticresistanceis Lipset's
(1950) investigationof agrariansocialism.
2. CompareHall (1999:110),Mintzberg(1983:143),Perrow(1986:259),Pfeffer 1992,
and Scott (1998:199).
3. See Willer (1992) for an explicationof the predictivelogic common to competing
theories.This discussionis not intendedto suggestthat there are no interdependencies
in resource pool networks (see the discussion of distal effects below), only that the
interdependenciesof power-at-a-distancepose new problemsfor theory.
4. The theoryappliedand extendedhere is NetworkExchangeTheory(NET). As a result
of a series of experimentalstudies, today its scope is substantiallybroaderthan it was
ten yearsago.NETis a multileveltheoryso actor,relationalandstructuralscopeconditions
are stated separately.Studies focusing only on exclusionarynetworkshave frequently
used an "adjusting"actor which raises offers when excluded and lowers offers when
included(Markovsky,
Willer& Patton1988;Thye,Lovaglia& Markovsky1997).Forgame
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theoreticanalyses,a minimallyrationalactorcapableonly of acceptingits best offerhas
been used (Willer & Skvoretz 1997b). Here and in other articles when a variety of
structuralpower conditions are encountered,a strategicallyrationalactor is employed
which seeksto maximizeand,when negotiatingwith otheractors,settlesat equiresistance
(Willer1981, 1999;Willer& Skvoretz1997a).Normally,actors'valuesand beliefsreflect
the structuresin which they act;but more complex models for false beliefs are readily
constructed.Social relationsto which NEThas been fruitfullyappliedinclude resource
pool relations (Lovaglia et al. 1995), coercive relations (Willer 1987) and, as here,
exchangerelationswhereresourcesarealienatedand appropriated(Brennan1981;Willer
1987). Structuralconditionsof powerto which NEThas been previouslyappliedinclude
exclusion, inclusion, and ordering as in this study, together with null connection,
and analogsof these conditionsfor coercivestructures.
hierarchy/mobility,
5. These comments are not criticalof Stolte and Emerson(1977), an importantpaper
which institutedthe investigationof structuralpower conditions.To the contrary,their
paradigmhas performedan importantserviceby offeringa level playingfield on which
competingtheorieshave been tested.
6. Beyondprecludingpower-at-a-distance,
thereareotherimportantdifferencesbetween
resourcepools and the exchangesfor which they were substituted.For example,as Van
Assen (2001) has pointed out, the payoff matrices of only some not all exchanges
correspondto those of resourcepools.
7. In the Yamagishiet al. (1988) experimentsa largeproportionof exchangeresources
are not accounted for in the analysis.In experiment 1, a total of 1500 units of each
resourcewere input in each experiment.As they explained,for each of "60 transaction
periods,25 units of x were givenby the computerto the occupantof positionA and 25
units ofy to the occupantof positionA2" (842). And 60 x 25 = 1500totalpossiblepoints.
Examinationof results shows that the subjectsof each experimentalsession together
averagedonly 460 points,which is less than 1/3 of the totalpossible.Yamagishi,Gillmore,
and Cook do not reporton location of the 1500- 460 = 1040 missingunits of x and y
in experiment1. In their experiment2 the location of about half of the input resources
are not reported.Withoutknowing the location of the missing resources,it is difficult
to understandwhy some positions scoredbetterthan others.
8. In the experimentstherewere a numberof time periodscalledroundsfor negotiation
and exchange.In NET124for each round, B and C were allocated20 $ units. Afterthe
first round, A, B, and C retainedall unused $ units. As payoffsaccumulated,B and C
beganroundswith more and more units of $. So it was technicallypossibleto pay more
than 20 for the widget,thus takinga loss. Actuallypayoffsaccumulatedacrossthe rounds
of each period similarlyin all of the experimentaldesigns.Periodmeans indicatethat
subjectsin NET124nevertook losses over a period;and only once did a subjectin C pay
an averageof 20 for a period, thus breakingeven. In NET1248,subjectsbroke even in
four periodsand only in one period did a subjecttake a loss.
9. This article does not assert that two resourcesflowing in opposite directions are
necessaryfor power-at-a-distance.Instead it assertsthat, since power can occur only
betweenpositionswhich contend for resources,to extend powerbeyond local exercise,
resourcesneed to move acrossstructures(see above).As one anonymousreviewerpoints
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out, the resourcepool design could be extendedby making divisions sequentialsuch
that the quantitygainedby B when dividingwith A is the amount dividedby B and C.
Certainlysuch a systemcouldbe madeworkable,but only if a divisionwith C is required
of B - for otherwiseany rationalB would simply keep all that had been gained from
the A - B division. While this extension may have certain advantages, it has the
like all resourcepool designs,of beingfarremovedfrom exchangerelations
disadvantage,
outsidethe laboratory.
10.SincePA =X, PB =Y-XandP C =20-Y,P A +P B +P C -X+Y-X+20-Y=20.
11. Here equal power is not defined as equal payoffs for that would make a direct
comparisonof utilities,which is not legitimate.Below I calculateequal power payoffs
from equal resistance for equipower resistance expressions and make only ratio
comparisonsof payoffs,thus avoidinga comparisonof utilities.That payoffsare then
numericallyequal is a conclusion,not the criterion.
12. Not mentionedis the condition when PB = 6.66, a value which indicatesthat B is
at equipower.Againthe size of B's payoffis irrelevantto A's powerexerciseover C. Let
Vbe the value of the widget to the nth position. When P = V/n, P > V/n and P < V/

n, the incrementof As payoff above equipowercan only have stemmedfrom C.
13. Since P = Y- X, when B buys the widget for X, B must sell it for Y > X to profit.
B

14. That researchincludes successfullypredictingpayoffs in strong and weak power
structures(Lovagliaet al. 1995;Skvoretz& Willer1993),inclusivelyconnectednetworks
(Patton & Willer 1990), networkswith mixed connections (Willer& Skvoretz1997a),
cross-nationalinvestigations(Willer& Szmatka1993) and coercivestructures(Willer
1987). Also see note 4 above.
15. Though it has been suggestedthat the core be applied to these networks,Shibik
(1982) suggestthat the core does "not adaptwith ease even to the finite extensiveform,
let alone infinite-horizongames"and that "anyattemptto model in extensiveform is
tantamountto specifyingprocess"(286). In fact, the experimentsthat test predictions
are iteratedgames while resistancecaptureselementsof power processesthat the core
cannot.
16. To reiterate,Pmax is the actor'sbest hope. There are three positions and the least
any will acceptis one. Totalpayoff acrossthe networkis 20. Thus for any position,
Pmax=20- 1-1 = 18.
17. Applicationsof resistanceto strong power structureslike this include Willer and
Markovsky(1993) and Willer (1999).
18. While this iterative solution reflects the step-by-step development of power so
frequentlyobservedin strongpower structures,this articleseeksto predictequilibrium
exchangeratios,not the rate of changeof power over time.
19.Afterthe firstround,A, B and C retainedall unused$ units.As payoffsaccumulated,
B and C began roundswith more and more units of $. Thus it was technicallypossible
to pay more than 20 for the widget. Only in NET124was one period mean for Y = 20,
but none was higher.
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20. Experimentswere conductedat a largestateuniversityusingundergraduatesubjects.
A panelof 42 subjectswas recruitedand organizedinto six experimentalgroupsof seven
subjectseach. If all seven subjectsattendedthe session,five were selectedrandomlyfor
the experiment. Each week subjects were shuffled among groups generating new
groupings.Since subjectscould not identify others by position, no subjectcould infer
with whom s/he was negotiating.The firstsix of nine sessionseach used a new groupof
five subjects.For each of the three furthersessions, four subjectswere new and one
overlappedfrom one of the first groups.
21. Rotatingsubjectsthrough positions has been used for more that twenty years to
controlfor individualdifferences.Controllingfor individualdifferencesby rotationallows
stronger inferences from power differencesby position to structuralconditions. By
generatingnew subjectpairings,eachsessiongivesmore than one datumpoint. Lovaglia
and colleagues(1995) find that mean payoffsby position are not significantlydifferent
when subjectsare rotatedand when they are held in a single position.
22. In fact, Yis 10.4%smallerthan predicted,which indicatesthat the effectof inclusion
is strongerthan predicted.This result is not exceptional.Willer and Skvoretz(1997a)
studied five differentinclusivestructuresand they found inclusion effectsto be 14.8%
strongerthan predicted.Thusfar,no one has proposedan alternativemethodto increase
the precisionof predictionsfor effectsof inclusion(or ordering),but one directioncould
be suggested.Tverskyand Kahneman(1992) found thatlosseshavestrongereffectsthan
gainswhile Thye,Lovaglia,and Markovsky1997found that being excluded(a loss) had
more effectthanbeing included(a gain).If theirfindingsapply,the potentiallossesgiven
by the negativePcon valuesthroughwhich inclusion effectsare calculatedwill need to
be adjustedby a constant (largerthan 1) to more accuratelyreflecttheir effects.
23. That two positions can jointly exercisepower was alreadyseen in NET112,whereA
and B were predictedto exercisepower over C. (See Table1.)
24. P = .77 is smallerthan one becauseC was not alwayssuccessfulin sellingthe widget
for more thanwas paid for it. Becausethe exchangesin these networksoccuras repeated
games, the rationality of exchanging should be evaluated, not for each exchange
individually,but across exchanges.BecauseP = .77 is greaterthan Pc = 0, it is not
irrationalfor C to buy the widgetand occasionallynot profitwhen the alternativeis not
to buy and neverto profit.
25. As explainedearlier,to facilitatecomparisonsto NET1248,predictedand observed
valuesfor NET1122arerescaledfromwidget= 20 to widget= 30 points.Priorto rescaling
X= 10.01, Xo =11.64 and sdx = 3.86, Yp= 17.11, Y = 16.63 and sdy = 2.32 while
Z= 18.11,Z = 17.42 and sd = 2.13.
26. For his simulation,Marsdenhypothesizesthat positionswith many connectionsto
others are price makerswho set exchangeratiosfor those with fewerconnectionswho
are price takers (1983:703-4; also see Marsden 1982). That is to say, relative degree
determinesrelativepower.By the terminologyused here,Marsden'snetworkis NET136
where the centralA with three Bs is degree3 and the Bs each connectedto A and two
Cs are also degree3. EachC is degree1. Sincerelativedegreedeterminesrelativepower,
the simulationfound thatcentraland middlepositionshavesimilarpayoffswhilepayoffs
of peripheralsare lower.It has been known since Markovsky,Willerand Patton(1988),
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however,that degreeis not a power condition which suggeststhat the simulationwill
not accuratelypredictpowereventsin exchangestructures.Forexample,NET122studied
here is analogousto Marsden'sNET136in that degreeof A and each B is the same (at
the simulationwould find power
two) while degreeof eachC is less (at one). Presumably,
to be orderedA = B > C whereastheory and experimentalresultsreportedhere show
the orderto actuallybe A > C > B.
27. I use the indexfor"closenesscentrality,"
which is the reciprocalof sum of the distance
of shortestpathsfrom a node to all othernodes of the network.Forexample,in NET124
and NET1248, A has the largest index and is most central. Closeness centrality is
particularlyeasyto find for the networksstudied.Becauseall are tree networks,thereis
only one path from any i to anyj. (A tree is an acyclicconnectednetwork.Thereis no
path from any node i which connectsback to i.) A is also the JordonCenterfor both.
For closeness and Jordon Center,see Wassermanand Faust (1994:184-85). Since all
networksstudied here are trees, closenesscentralityand JordonCenteragreefor all.
28. While not producingpower differences,feudalhierachiesmay well have produced
differentialinfluence. Status CharacteristicsTheory suggeststhat status differencesin
feudalhierarchiesproducedinfluencerelationsfromtop to bottom. SeeWiller,Lovaglia,
and Markovsky(1997) and Bell,Walker,adn Willer (2000).
29. See also the case study cited by Kotter(1989:493).
30. As Cook,Molm,andYamagishipoint out, "negativeconnection"and"exclusion"
refer
to the samepowercondition (1993:313). Thatconditionhas theoreticallysimilareffects
in the structurescomposed of resourcepool relationsstudied by Stolte and Emerson
(1977), Cook and Emerson(1978) and Cook and colleagues(1983) as in the structures
composedof exchangerelationsstudiedby Brennan(1981) and Willer (1987).
31. In the design used by Cook and associates(1993), subjectsare given information
only on payoffsto self. Not being able to comparepayoffsof self to others,subjectsdo
not knowwhenpoweris beingexercisedoverthem.In the designby Wilierand associates,
subjectsknowwhenpoweris beingexercisedbecausetheyknowpayoffsto selfandothers.
Beingrotatedacrosspositions,however,eachsubjecthas an equalopportunityto exercise
power and to be subjectto its exercise.
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APPENDIX: Axioms for Power-at-a-Distance
The position i exercisespower overj when i benefitsat j's expense.When i is exercising
power,its payoffis greaterthan at equalpower.To determinewhetherA's poweris local,
power-at-a-distance,or both, find the position(s)j, k, . . . z which are the source of i's
payoffincrement;theirpayoffswill be lessthanequipower.The followingcriteriaformalize
these points. Here n is the number of positions in the sequenceand V is the value of
the widget to the last position. It is shown in the text that, at equipower,PA= V/n,
PB= Vln and Pc= VIn ....; thus X = V/n, Y= 2V/n, Z = 3V/n .... J = (n - )V/n.
The followingcriteriadefinelocal powerand power-at-a-distancewhen n = 3 which
coversthe five networksof Table1. When V = 20, the equipowerbaselinegivesX = 6.66
and Y= 13.33;thus PA= 6.66, PB = 6.66, and Pc = 6.66. Payoffsfor the Table1 networks
are given in parentheses.
1. Iff X > Vln & PB < Vln, A is exercising power locally over B because A is
benefitingat B's expense (X > 6.66 & PB< 6.66).
2. Iff PB > V/n & Pc < V/n, B is exercising power locally over C because B is
benefitingat C's expense (PB > 6.66 & Y > 13.33).
3. Iff X > V/n & Pc < V/n, A is exercisingpower at-a-distanceover C. Because
some of A's payoff is from C, A is benefitingat C's expense and at a distance
(X > 6.66 & Y > 13.33).
Furthercriteriaare addedwhen longernetworkslike NET1248are encountered.These
criteriadefinepowerexerciseonly in the A -> B -> C direction.Criteriafor powerin
the C-> B -> A directionapplythe sametwo rules:(1) determinewhetherthe position
is benefitingmore than at equipowerand (2) locate the position(s) benefitingless than
equipowerwhich are the source of the benefit.
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